Esercizi/Exercises

- Write the *indicativo presente* of the verbs:
  - *leggere* (to read)
  - *partire* (to leave)
  - *aprire* (to open)
  - *tagliare* (to cut)
  - *vivere* (to live)
  - *parlare* (to talk/to speak)

- Write (in Italian) a list of things you like to eat/you like to do.
  - Start sentences with *mi piace* or *mi piacciono*.

- Solve this quiz and write down your answers: [http://www.tresoldi.pro.br/A05unita1.html](http://www.tresoldi.pro.br/A05unita1.html)


- Suggested readings on the reasons why *i pomodori ti fanno bene* and food processing.